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Dear Friend of KNOM,

This newsletter is witness to the power
of the Holy Spirit working through the hands
and hearts of many to keep the KNOM mission alive.
These are extraordinary times for the
KNOM mission, evident in the revitalization of
the radio station’s building and equipment.
You have been such a blessing to the
service of KNOM to the people of Western
Alaska. Thank you, and a very Happy Thanksgiving.

Heavenly Father, when we long
for life without trials and work
without difficulties, remind
us that oaks grow strong in
contrary winds and diamonds
are made under pressure.
With stout hearts, may we see in
every calamity an opportunity
and not give way to the
pessimism that sees in every
opportunity a calamity.

KNOM Radio Mission
PO Box 190649
Anchorage, AK 99519
(907) 868-1200

Visit us at knom.org

A New Studio — and a New
Chapter — for KNOM

Friends, volunteers, staff, and board members
of KNOM Radio Mission gathered in Nome on October 1st, as pictured above, for the dedication of the
new Tom and Florence Busch Digital Studios. Praise
God! It’s a vision that took more than five years, and
it’s the latest step in a journey fueled by your kind
generosity, prayer, and support.
KNOM’s new studios were the dream of mission founder, friend, and longtime general manager
Tom Busch. Tom, before his passing six years ago this
month, recognized that the aging, analog technology
of the existing studios was a problem. The functional
but rugged set-up was increasingly inefficient and difficult to repair and maintain. Computer-based technologies had become the norm in broadcasting, making the KNOM configuration obsolete. When added
to the challenges of operating in a remote corner of
Alaska, far from parts suppliers and engineers who can
fix broken equipment, the station faced the prospect
of eventual, widespread failure.
In 2011, inspired by Tom’s vision for the station’s future, the focus thus turned to ensuring the
mission could endure for decades to come. In the
months and years that followed, plans were develcontinued on page
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Pictures above:
Top row, left to right: on dedication day, Father Ross Tozzi celebrates Mass in KNOM’s lobby; a
plaque marking the dedication of the new studios (its inscription: “The KNOM Radio Mission recognizes
Tom & Florence Busch for their service to the people of Western Alaska through their inspiring work at
KNOM AM & FM. In appreciation for their unequivocal generosity to the mission, we dedicate these Tom &
Florence Busch Digital Studios on October 1, 2016.”).
Second row: during her visit, Florence Busch reminisces about KNOM history with current staff
(among them, volunteer Davis Hovey, to her immediate left); Ric Schmidt on the air in the new studio
broadcast room; in advance of the studio dedication, volunteer Tyler Stup helps with final flooring work in
KNOM’s kitchen.
Third row: volunteers Karen Trop, Lauren Frost, Tyler Stup, and Davis Hovey on dedication day; during the open house, visiting KNOM board members Dennis Bookey and Kevin Fimon chat with longtime
supporter Jerry Steiger (with the Nome branch of the National Weather Service).

“That within parishes, priests and lay people may collaborate in service to the
community without giving in to the temptation of discouragement.”
— Pope Francis’ “evangelization” prayer intention, November 2016

KNOM board members Kevin Fimon and Florence Busch, pictured astride the plaque marking our new studios’ dedication; Tom Busch gazes upwards at our transmitter tower in KNOM’s early days.
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oped to modernize and expand, to build a more
energy efficient studio space. The new facility
would be easier to operate and maintain, more
capable, and remotely diagnosable. The new
studios would honor the legacy of broadcasting
and service forged by Tom and his wife, Florence
(who also served many years at KNOM).
In the years to follow, your steadfast financing was pivotal to transforming blueprints
into walls, a roof, soundproofing, and rooms filled
with digital equipment. The construction proved
difficult, owing to the challenges of a remote location, rural Alaska’s shortage of skilled labor, and
many months of sub-Arctic cold and darkness.
The project spun into high-gear this summer, with the final work of installing equipment
and renovating the existing studios. On October 1st, KNOM officially unveiled the studios to
the listening community. General Manager Ric
Schmidt hosted tours of the new spaces; alum-

nus and board member Father Ross Tozzi celebrated Mass; and all present remembered the
delight Tom Busch took in KNOM’s radio mission.
(We encourage you to visit knom.org for video of
our new studio spaces!)
Together, we have helped ensure that a
radio station in rural Alaska could survive and
fluorish, despite great difficulty. There will be
many more action-packed chapters to read in the
KNOM biography.

I continually thank my God for
you, because of the favor He has
bestowed on you in Christ Jesus,
in whom you have been richly
endowed with every gift of speech
and knowledge.
— 1 Corinthians 1:4-5

KNOM’s efforts aren’t limited to broadcast work. Recently, Margaret DeMaioribus, far left, has been teaching a media class at the Nome High School with media and technology teacher Justin Heinrich. Volunteers
Karen Trop and Lauren Frost (second from right and far right) joined in to work with students on the particulars of writing scripts for radio, especially for public service announcements and spots.

Programming and News, By
the Numbers

teer reporters Davis Hovey and Tyler Stup — researches, writes, and reports about 6-10 local
news stories per week. These stories are the basis
Inspiration, education, and news remain
of the 1,300 newscasts KNOM news anchors
the focus of KNOM’s daily work, as they have
each year. What’s more, approximately 10% of
been since our first broadcast in 1971.
these original pieces are picked up and run by
The KNOM production department, led
other regional, state, and national news sources.
by program director Laura Collins and volunteers
Online (at knom.org), you’ll find highlights
Karen Trop and Lauren Frost, is responsible for
of the stories authored by KNOM staff. Recently,
the 39,420 inspirational and educational spots
these articles have covered local alcohol option
broadcast each year. (Sample texts of inspirational
votes in the rural Alaska communities of Emspots are featured online at knom.org, where
monak and Kotzebue; a rehabilitation and trainyou’ll also find downloadable Rosary and Divine
ing program at Nome’s regional correctional
Mercy Chaplet prayers.) Recent educational spot
center; caribou hunting regulations; and relations
topics include tough subjects like heroin use,
across the Bering Strait with Chukotka, the region
domestic violence, and grief, balanced with eduof eastern Russia that shares many cultural ties
cational snippets of the Alaska Native languages
with KNOM country. For many folks who are no
of Yup’ik and Inupiaq, as well as celebrations of
longer able to call Western Alaska home, these
traditional art and artists from the region.
online stories are a way of keeping connected to
Karen and Lauren also produce news
what’s happening with their families and commustories and long-form feature programs, like
nities.
the original, regional storytelling shows Story49
Your support makes this programming
and Dearest Alaska, that seek to capture what’s
possible, and the new capabilities of the digital
unique and special about this corner of the world
studios you helped to build will take these efforts
(which you can hear at knom.org). Their work
even further.
has included a visit with former national “Future
Problem Solvers” champions from the village of
“Every Christian needs a half hour
Gambell, a walk with the captain on the decks of
of prayer each day, except when we
a cruise ship traversing the Northwest Passage,
are busy. Then, we need an hour.”
and lunch with community elders at Nome’s senior center.
— St. Francis de Sales
The KNOM news department — currently
led by staffer Margaret DeMaioribus and volun-

C on ne c t w i t h u s o n social m edia:
Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

